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CHAPTER ONE

“It was such a gentle landing that there was a round of
applause for the pilot. After a few minutes of taxiing,
we were able to deplane. I stepped from the jet into that
elephant’s trunk tunnel reaching into the terminal building.
It took only thirty-five minutes to go through immigration,
find my suitcase on the baggage belt, and walk through
Nothing to Declare. Straight to the car rental counter in the
main concourse at Gatwick.”
Paul took another gulp of very cold beer. “I was one of
the weary bunches of red-eyed travelers in the terminal
building,” he continued. “Outside, the fresh air hit me and
I was wide-awake, walking fast, and excited to be in the
United Kingdom again.”
Paul Wills, fair-haired, looked at his friend, Graham, as
if challenging him to find England exciting. He raised his
eyebrows above his dark blue eyes. They were having beers
in a waterside pub near the small fishing town of Steveston
in British Columbia. Flower baskets overflowed with green
trailing foliage, fringing small red, blue, and white flowers
outside the windows.
“That’s pretty good going for exiting the airport hassle,”
said Graham Curtis, looking at his friend expectantly. He
pushed his mop of dark hair back from his forehead.
“And I rented a category B car from their list. I drove to
Cheltenham, where I stopped for a snack in a stale, smokesmelling lounge of an old AA hotel. After that, I drove on
to Malvern and checked into an old coaching inn called The
Abbey.”
“Sounds very British. Automobile Association, not
Alcoholics Anonymous! I know the scene. Dusty drapes and
worn carpets. Go on,” commented Graham.
“It was quite good, actually. I settled in and wasn’t hungry,
so I went for a walk outside and then wandered into the bar
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for a drink and a few nibbles before turning in. Jet lag was
catching up on me.” Paul took a gulp of his beer.
“Cheers,” said Graham and took another dose of the cold
bitter he was drinking.
“Each cluster of events sprang without warning and in a
particular place,” Paul continued, lowering his voice. “They
seemed at the time totally unanticipated and isolated from
one another, until I associated them with an extraordinary
woman.”
“Ah, now we’re getting there.” Graham smiled, showing
perfect front teeth.
“Seriously! I’m convinced that these events influenced my
major decisions, the ones, I mean, that I took later. Did the
events cause or bring about these decisions? Frankly, I don’t
know. Decisions that turned out to be lucky for me followed
the events. Causes? Results? These remain . . . mysterious.
Looking back, though, I feel that I was helped, perhaps guided,
in ways I cannot understand, by a force that seems perfectly
natural, yet in some ways totally unreal. I cannot explain, or
explain away, what I experienced in Malvern and later.”
“ ‘There’s a divinity that shapes our ends, rough hew
them how we may,’ says the Bard. Was she good in bed?”
Graham’s pleasant Canadian accent added an edge to both
remarks.
“There you go again. You married men! It wasn’t like
that.” Paul laughed.
“You disappoint me. I thought this was going to be the
beginning of a glorious new something after that unfortunate
live-in affair you barely survived . . . what, a year ago?”
Paul raised his eyebrows, grinned, and then ignored
Graham’s remarks. “How many people encounter beings or
forces who have helped them—or led them astray—forces
that they cannot rationally assess?” Paul asked.
Not waiting for an answer, Paul added, quite suddenly, and
in French, “ ‘Qui peut donc refuser à ces célestes lumières
de les croire et de les adorer?’ Pascal’s Pensées. In other
words, ‘Who could thus deny to these celestial luminaries
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belief and worship?’ Now, after what has happened to me, I
won’t deny them.”
“Nice translation, Paul. And who indeed would deny them
anything, these extraordinary women!”
“Thanks, professor. A year after the Malvern episode, I
had changed my life completely.” After another sup of his
beer, Paul cleared his upper lip of suds with a paper napkin
and went on, “They simply happened, these events. I didn’t
plan them.”
“Yes, but what events? Get on with it, man!”
“Why do visitors go to old churches and graveyards,
Graham? Before going into the bar for my nightcap, I
wandered out and unerringly homed in on the abbey’s
graves. My hotel overlooks the old abbey. The real one. I’m
always intrigued by the ages of people at death. I deciphered
some of the inscriptions on the flaking stones and felt the
sadness of the deaths of the very young, while awarding a
good innings to old codgers of eighty or more.”
“I do that, too—a lot of people do that.”
“I was too tired for sweaty discos, even if they exist in
Malvern. I expect they do. So I went back to the hotel bar for
a Chivas Regal served by a blousy barmaid, a ragged blonde
with a Yorkshire accent. Her remarks to passing waiters
usually ended with a “what?” rendered more as a statement
than a question. A small jug of water came with my Chivas.
The peanuts and raisins were enough to stay my stomach
before I toddled off to bed at almost ten o’clock. Yes, that
night in May . . . another life ago, because after that time in
Malvern everything changed.”
“Did the barmaid creep in for a goodnight roll in the sack?”
“She did not. In fact, I took a bath in the old tub with
little curved feet—chic once more—and marveled at an
Edwardian WC designed with a sort of shelf, so that whatever
one deposited in the toilet could be inspected, presumably
for any irregularities, before being flushed away.”
“I’m not surprised that design went out,” observed
Graham, pushing his dark hair back from his forehead.
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“Don’t worry. Some smart designer will bring them back
at double the price of a normal one! They’ll turn up on eBay,
if not already there, you mark my words. Anyway, the abbey
clock struck ten. The bliss of being horizontal in a real bed,
however old fashioned, flooded through me, though the hiss
of aircraft air-conditioning still seemed to be with me.”
“I know the scene all too well.”
“Sleep! And then suddenly I was awake. The abbey clock
struck and I counted seven chimes. I turned on the bedside
light. My watch was showing 6:00 a.m. And I’d already
changed it to local time, GMT, and all that.” Paul leaned
forward.
“Maybe you never learned to count properly. No, you
probably missed out one or two circles of the old watch
face,” smiled Graham. Paul sat back and looked at his friend
intently. Their eyes met, and they both smiled. They were
old friends.
“No, Graham, I don’t think so. The bedroom was now
enormous. In fact, I appeared to be no longer in bed, but in
a vast hangar-like building. I found myself walking rapidly
towards the far wall, when a couple of swing doors were
flung open and a hospital bed on wheels appeared, pushed
by a bald, portly man in a white coat.”
“Portly! Haven’t heard that for a while.”
“Yeah, well, he was an orderly, not a doctor, though
his natural tonsure suggested some kind of monk. On the
trolley-bed, a white sheet totally covered a person—newly
dead? As I came up to him, the monk-like chap turned,
indicating the trolley, and said in a South London accent,
as barefaced as you like, ‘Here you are, mate, wheel this
into that room. I need a smoke break!’ He just nodded his
head in the direction of another pair of swing doors a few
yards to my left. It never occurred to me to remonstrate or
even to speak. I obediently, as one does in dreams I suppose,
wheeled the corpse through the other swing doors, nudging
them open with the end of the trolley.”
“Always obey orders from barrow boys, Sunshine!”
remarked Graham, taking another sup of bitter.
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“If there are any barrow boys still barking around in
London. I was in a small, clinic-type room with white tiles
from floor to ceiling and a canister of liquid soap and a roller
towel fixed to the wall. There was a sink and a cupboard with
glass doors. Medical supplies were stacked on its shelves. I
don’t think there was a smell of disinfectant. Hospital smell!
Not a sniff of one. Are there smells in dreams?”
“Search me,” remarked Graham, smiling again at his
friend.
“I was suddenly shocked to notice that a dusty brown
lizard about seven inches long was standing in the sink,
motionless. The tip of its tail was in the plug hole. Did this
indicate that it had got in through the drains? Before I could
speculate further, the corpse under the sheet sat up.”
“No kidding!”
“The sheet slipped down, revealing a woman of
extraordinary physical beauty.”
“There you go!”
“She stepped from the trolley, perfectly alive and
smiling,” said Paul, as if he had not heard Graham. “She was
naked. Her slender body was a milky coffee color. Her dark
eyes were large and shone with attractive intelligence. Her
breasts, perfectly formed, were beautifully finished by the
darker nipples and aureoles.”
“Aha!”
“Shut up, Graham. Do you want to hear this or not?”
“Okay, okay, carry on.”
“Her hair was long and shiny black. She was so lovely
that I felt no fear. Was she a vision? Was she a ghost? Was
she a nurse playing a trick?”
Paul sounded serious, perhaps intense. Paul saw Graham
smother an impulse to laugh.
“She approached me, holding her arms out slightly to the
side so that she could hug me, and hug me she did. As she
came closer, I looked into the velvet depths of her eyes and
felt warmth and energy flooding into me. As she held me,
I put one arm around her, feeling her soft curves, and, as I
closed my eyes, felt the warm imprint of her lips on mine.
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My left hand reached down and stroked her pubic hair. It
was not silky, but tightly curled and scratchy— like a Brillo
pan scourer!”
Graham let out a guffaw.
“No kidding. When you want to glow, get Brillo!” Paul
gave Graham a do-me-a-favour look with a dismissive shake
of the head.
Graham looked serious again. He wanted to hear the rest.
“I’m sorry, but that was the exact texture. I held her now
in both arms, but it seemed that she held me in a stronger
grip. My hands felt her back’s silken flesh and then the
unmistakable overlapping of feathers as on a great wing.
She retreated from me, smiling, and turned to climb back on
her trolley. Her arms had grown tawny, speckled feathers,
like the ones on a thrush’s breast, but edged with gold, and
these framed her slender back, the wonderful buttocks, and
the lean backs of her thighs and calves. She settled back
on the trolley and closed her eyes. I walked to her, feeling
immense longing and loss as I realized she was certainly
dead.”
“Dead, resurrected, dead. We sleep, wake, sleep. I get
the picture.” Graham smiled. He felt that he had gone too
far. This was not a ribald barroom story. It was obviously
important to Paul.
“Her nose was slightly more prominent now, her lips
drawn back a little from her teeth, and her feathers were
thick with dust, as though from spending millennia in some
desert tomb. I covered her with the simple sheet, taking one
last look at her altered face, rigid with its calm repose, as it
confronted death. As I let the sheet fall over her, I hoped that
if there’s a God, her spirit would be blessed.”
“I’m glad to hear that, Paul,” said Graham, again keeping
a straight face.
“You can laugh all you want, but I felt a sharp pang of loss
once more. My eyes even filled with tears. I wiped them on
my sleeves. Somewhat irrelevantly, I noticed that the lizard
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was no longer in the sink. I wondered whether I should
wheel the trolley back or simply leave her in the room. In
fact, I turned, still undecided, to find that I was miraculously
outside the building and in a great sloping meadow of wild
flowers.”
“What did you do next?”
“I ran, holding up my left hand high in the air with my
thumb extended. With this hand I had touched that lovely girl
so intimately and instinctively. Now I seemed like a sort of
priest, blessing the people coming up the slope towards me.
I bounded along in that beautiful field, blessing everyone.”
“Bless ‘em all!”
“Oh God!”
“What? Go on. Honestly. You know me.”
“Behind me I heard the abbey bell. I counted and, as it
reached seven and stopped, I was sitting cross-legged like
Buddha on my bed in the hotel bedroom.”
“Seven again! Must be your lucky number. You’re at a
real crossroads, Paul. Seriously! Malvern’s British camp,
ancient Egypt, Buddha—that’s heavy stuff.”
“I am serious. The events of that dawn are as real and
vivid to me now as they were then. I can’t explain it, that
hour, or non-hour, or where I had been, or whom I had met.
Did I sleep or was I awake? Was it a dream or a vision? I
know I was awake. Was it an out of body experience? The
touch of that girl was very much an in body experience. Poets
have spoken of waking dreams. Was this a waking dream?
It seemed more substantial than a dream. I was aware of the
abbey clock or bell striking seven when my watch showed
six, and then it seemed it struck seven again. One hour or not
of unaccountable, inexplicable vision, of dream-like reality
or a realistic dream that I cannot explain took hold of me that
dawn and seduced me. Yet, I was left with a greater sense of
freedom, of limitless possibilities, of the welcoming mystery
of life itself! I now felt no loss or sadness. This was a visit. I
was privileged in some way I didn’t really understand. And
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these words came to me out of somewhere, but from where
I cannot say:
“Malvern Abbey’s bells swing metal tongues across soft
evening air. The weathered headstones imperceptibly subside
above commemorated dust. Some tawny girl awaits me here
at dawn. Fine high fashion bones grow living flesh again and
worms have left intact that silken skin. Four thousand years
focus on an image here. No breath, no sounds, come from
her smiling mouth.”
“Hey, that’s okay. Not bad, Paul. Is it another quote?”
“I don’t know. As they came tumbling into my head from
somewhere dark and obscure, I scribbled the words down
on a pad with a pencil I found on the little table next to the
bed—the kind of night table that has a Bible in the drawer.
But the words come back to me anyway. A few days later
in a book I picked up in a library, I read, ‘Our real tomb is
the memory of the living; we are truly dead when they have
forgotten us.’ It was in a book by a couple of French writers,
the Tadiés, called Le sens de la mémoire. Otherwise known
as The Meaning of Memory.”
“Well, you’re a lucky man. Everything drops into place,
without the drop of a hat.”
“What was it, Graham? A dream? It all seemed real.”
“Well, I think it was what used to be called a waking
dream, just as you thought it was. You mingled Egyptian
images with Gray’s Elegy and Langland’s long poem, “Piers
Plowman,” which begins in the Malvern Hills with a fair
field full of folk.”
“Hmm. I never thought of that. But what does it mean?”
Graham finished his beer. “I think it means that you were
at a crisis point after your last love, and you need another
one. You are also more creative. You’re in touch with your
Jungian anima, the sensitive, female part of yourself. That’s
what I think. You want another beer?”
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